
Tuesday 01/03/2023
Week 2

Performing Arts Class
Lesson 10 - Sleigh Ride
Arts Standards & Common Core Connections

MU:Cr1.1.4a Improvise rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic ideas, and explain connection to specific purpose and context
(such as social and cultural).
MU:Cr2.1.4a Demonstrate selected and organized musical ideas for an improvisation, arrangement, or composition to
express intent, and explain connection to purpose and context.
MU:Pr4.2.4a Demonstrate understanding of the structure and the elements of music (such as rhythm, pitch, and form) in
music selected for performance.
MU:Re8.1.4a Demonstrate and explain how the expressive qualities (such as dynamics, tempo, and timbre) are used in
performers' and personal interpretations to reflect expressive intent.

Goals:

The learners will...

explore and play different rhythms and melodies.

demonstrate and explain how the music selected is influenced by a theme.

demonstrate an understanding of the structure of a piece of music.

listen to the music for cues when to play and when to stop.

PA-VA CONNECTION (PA-VA): Ms. Glenn and I will be making connections through the Artists Habit of Engage
and Persist. For the Visual Arts lesson, students will be learning and trying a Japanese Paper Cutting Art Form
known as No-tans. In Performing Arts, students will be learning a cup routine to the song, Sleigh Ride by Leroy
Anderson.

COMMON CORE Standard (CC):
Math.4.OA.5 - Generate a number or shape pattern that follows a given rule. Identify apparent features of the

pattern that were not explicit in the rule itself. For example, given the rule "Add 3" and the starting number 1,
generate terms in the resulting sequence and observe that the terms appear to alternate between odd and even
numbers. Explain informally why the numbers will continue to alternate in this way.

Vocabulary

rhythm - the way movement is organized in a piece of music (the rhythm changes with the words)

melody - the tune or sequence of pleasing sounds that make-up a particular musical phrase

form - how the music is organized

tempo - the speed of the music, how fast or how slow

dynamics - how loud or how soft the music is
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Essential Question
Essential Questions?

MU:Cr1.1.4a How do musicians generate creative ideas?

MU:Cr2.1.4a How do musicians make creative decisions?

MU:Pr4.2.4a How does understanding the structure and context of musical works inform performance?

MU:Re8.1.4a How do we discern the musical creators' and performers' expressive intent?

Lesson / Instruction / Narrative
Title: Sleigh Ride
Hook: "Hello Amazing Artists! Today, I'm going to be teaching you a cup routine to the popular holiday song, Sleigh
Ride. Let's listen to the song to see if any of you recognize it while materials are being passed out. (Have a student
volunteer read our opening letter and another volunteer read some cool facts about our song today.)

Opening Chant - Performing Arts

Teacher: What time is it?
Students: Performing Arts Time

Teacher: What time is it?
Students: Performing Arts Time

Teacher: I am an ARTIST (Sign in ASL)
Students: REPEAT

Teacher: With a focused MIND
Students: REPEAT

Teacher: And a caring HEART (Sign in ASL)
Students: REPEAT

Teacher: And responsible hands (Sign in ASL)
Students: REPEAT

Everybody: YO (end in your pose of choice that is school appropriate)

Expectations/Context/Purpose
"Through our arts today, while adding a cup as our accompaniment we will learn to play various rhythms and melodies
we hear in Leroy Anderson's classic holiday song, Sleigh Ride."

Introduce the Vocabulary - rhythm, melody, form, tempo, and dynamics
"All of our vocabulary words today are review words for us. Remember the chant I taught you back in third grade, the
beat stays the same, but the rhythm changes with the words. So, rhythm is the way the music is organized. Melody
is that tune or sequence of pleasing sounds found in the song that usually gets stuck in your head (for example,
Giddy Up, Giddy Up, Giddy Up, let's GO...). We will talk more about the form today as we are learning each section.
Simply put, form is the way the music is organized or put together. The tempo is the speed of the music. Listen
and pay careful attention to how the speed changes throughout the song. Dynamics is how loud or how soft the
music is. We saw Prokofiev use dynamics in his musical story of Peter and the Wolf in third grade as well. He used this
element of music during the scene were the cat was about to pounce on the bird and many more.

Warm-up/Modeling/Improvisation
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Teach the students the steps to the A Section of our song for today. As each step is taught first, go over it verbally on the
students desktops and then add the movements to the cup. Ask the students if they have ever put Legos together? Tell
them that the way I will be teaching this routine to them today is just like putting the Legos together (there are separate
bags with pieces and an order is followed). Finally once all the steps have been taught, put the A Section to the music.

Demonstration/Guided Studio Time
Teach the students the remaining sections (B Section, C Section, and Coda/Ending) to the Sleigh Ride cup routine.

Display a visual of steps for each section on slides (students also have these steps on their hand-out). Ask students to
notice any parts that repeat.

Studio Time/Performance Time
Along with the students, review the steps and order of the cup routine. Finally, have the students do the cup routine to
the song with the teacher guiding them.

Student Self-assessment/Reflection
1. What was challenging? Why?

2. How does adding the cup as your accompaniment change the music?

3. How did you have the Mind of an Artists today?

"Next/Last week with Ms. Glenn you're going to be continuing your Artist Habit of Engage and Persist by
learning a Japanese Paper Cutting Technique called No-tans!"

Closing
"Thank you artists for your hard work in our art studio today!"
Sing together..."Na, na, na,na, na, na, na, hey, hey, hey - goodbye...

Formative Assessments
Direct Observation
Purposeful observation of an art performance task which can be documented by note taking, digital media, or checklists.
Kinesthetic Practice
Rehearsal of concepts taught during lesson and imitated or self-initiated to create or improve upon for informal in class
performance
Kinesthetic Signals
Movement to signal understanding. Hand signals such a Thumbs-Up, Thumbs-Down; Point and Identify
Visual Representations
Images and words to represent concepts and organize information through means such as Visual Journaling, Graphic
Organizers, Mind Maps, or Infographics.

Instructional Strategies
s Monitor Progress
s Modeling
s Review
s Expectations
s Check for Understanding

Materials / Resources / Technology
Surface Pro with Google Slides Document
Performing Arts Expectations
Sleigh Ride hand-out
Color Changing Arts Connect Cups
Ipod/Speaker
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Differentiation / Modifications
Hands-On Materials

Provide Hand-outs (also provided in Spanish for families that need it)

Adapt Content for Student Ability
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